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Abstract:
The paper discusses methods of recognition randomly deformed objects. Initially, methods of syntactic analysis
of non-deformed objects are described. Further, structural methods of recognition of randomly deformed objects
are described, i.e. the use of methods for determination of distance between attribute description of images and
deformation grammar. At last, results of those methods are evaluated.
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1. Introduction
Object recognition is necessary in wide variety of
applications with diagnostic character, e.g.
industrial robotics or failure detection. It belongs to
an area of computer vision being more and more
significant. Also higher demands of today’s
applications on speed and rate of successfully
identified objects require the using of new methods
and completely new approaches.
Nowadays so called flag methods are often used for
recognition which describe objects with a set of
numeric characteristics, e.g. „Recognition with the
aid of moments method“ and „Recognition with the
aid of the Fourier descriptors method“ [1]. These
methods are not suitable for the recognition of
objects with important structural properties because
they are lost within transformation into the flag
spaces. In that case structural (syntactic) methods
are much better to use for object recognition.
Within pattern recognition image preprocessing is
not necessary but it can improve overall results
while image segmentation and object description
are always required.
2. Structural methods of pattern recognition
Objects are described with strings (sequences or
structures created only with relation “follow in”).
Every symbol matches one descriptive primitive
from a set of primitives. The set can be understood
as alphabet of formal language. The task then is to
determine whether the word generated by given
grammar matches the string which describes the
given object.
2.1 Template matching
The simplest way of recognition is the “template
matching”. A string which represents the image is

compared with items of string sets representing
particular template image. A full or partial match
(based on a customizing criterion) is required. This
way is simple, efficient and fast. If the complete
image description is necessary for pattern
recognition, syntactic analysis is required.
2.1 Syntactic analysis - recognition with the aid
of grammar
The simplest way of pattern recognition is
„comparison with model“. A string representing the
image is compared with elements of sentences set
representing single model images. In the
comparison, either complete or partial agreement
with the model is necessary but on the basis of a
certain adapting criterion. This method is simple
and rapid.

Fig. 1 Primitives used for object description

Primitives (fig. 1) are the basic building elements of
image [1]. When choosing them, their easy
recognition must be taken into consideration. For
images that are characterized by an edge or skeleton
it is suitable to have parts of line as primitives. For
example a line segment can be characterized by its

beginning and end, its length or angle. The same
holds for curves. The choice of primitives depends
on the application being solved.
There are two basic methods of syntactic analysis
[2]:
Bottom-up parsing – We begin from analyzed
string to initial symbol. The analysis begins with
empty stack. In case of successful acceptance only
initial symbol remains in the stack, e.g. CockeYounger-Kasami algorithm [3], which grants that
the time of analysis is proportional to the third
power of string length.
Top-down parsing – We begin from initial symbol
and we are trying to generate analyzed string. String
generated so far is saved in the stack. Every time a
terminal symbol appears on the top of the stack, it
is compared to actual input symbol of the analyzed
string. If symbols are identical, the terminal symbol
is removed from the top of the stack. If not, the
algorithm returns to a point where a different rule
can be chosen (e.g. with help of backtracking).
Example of top down parser is Earley Parser [4],
which executes all ways of analysis to combine
gained partial results. The time of analysis is
proportional to third power of string length; in case
of unambiguous grammars the time is only
quadratic. This algorithm was used in created
simulation environment.
3. Recognition methods of deformed objects
Incorrect object recognition is caused mainly for
reasons of noise or disturbance in the input image.
Properly applied preprocesing method can
significantly improve the rate of succesful object
classification but owing to excessive noise or image
disturbances, distortion of object shape can appear.
Classic syntactic analysis then usually fails.
There are two main kinds of the distortion of shape:
• Deformation that can be predicted
• Random deformation
Among the deformations that can be predicted are
e.g. distortion of object edges or distortion of short
straight lines. When designing a syntactic analyzer
it is useful to assume this type of influences. This
can be done in several ways. For example the set of
rules of given grammar can be created with rules
which generate alternative strings.
For randomly deformed object shape recognition it
is possible to use some of the methods for
determination of distance between attribute
description of images (string metric) or deformation
grammars.
3.1 String metrics methods
Methods for determination of distance between
attribute description of objects determine the
distance between objects, i.e. the distance between
strings which corresponds to the unknown object
and the object from class of patterns. Determined
distances are analyzed and the recognized object

belongs to the class from which the string has the
shortest distance [5], [6]. Specific methods
(Levenshtein distance Ld(s, t) [7], NeedlemanWunsch method [6]) can be used to determine the
distance between attribute descriptions of image.
Results of these methods are mentioned e.g. in [5].
If the parameters of these methods are correctly set,
these methods provide good rate of succesful
identified objects with excellent classification
speed.
4 Syntactic analysis with error correction
Recognition of nondeformed objects with structural
method offers excelent classification and speed,
however, recognition of randomly deformed objects
is nearly impossible. If we conduct syntactic
analysis of a string which describes a structural
deformed object, it will apparently not be classified
into given class because of its structural
deformation. Further, there are some methods
which use structural description and are capable of
recognizing randomly deformed objects with good
rate of classification and speed.
The solution to improve the rate of classification is
to enhance the original grammar with rules which
describe errors – deformation rules [2], [8] that
cover up every possible random deformation of
object. Then the task is changed to finding a nondeformed string, whose distance from analyzed
string is minimal. Compared with the previous
method, which is using only some metric, this way
is more informed because it uses all available
knowledge about the classification targets – it uses
grammar [5].
4.1 Deformation grammar construction
For grammar G [5] we create the deformation
grammar G’ = (VN’, VT’, P’, S’) where P’ is set of
weighted rules.
Algorithm for deformation grammar construction:
Step 1:

{ }

V N' = V N ∪ S ' ∪ {E B | b ∈ VT }

VT ⊆ VT'
Step 2:
if is in P rule

A → α 0b1α1b2 ...α m−1bmα m

m ≥ 0;α l ∈ VN' ∧ bi ∈ VT ;
i = 1,2,..., m; l = 0,1,..., m
then into P’ add rule

A → α 0 Eb1α 1 Eb 2 ...α m −1 Ebmα m

With weight = 0

Step 3:
Into P’ add following rules (tab. 1) with weight
according to chosen metric, weighted Levenshtein
distance – Lw, weighted metric – W
Rule
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[B → βA • γ , k , x + y ]
c) For every field in form of [ A → α • Bβ , i, x ]
in

for

[B → •γ , j, z ]

a ∈ VT , b ∈ VT',
a≠b
a ∈ VT

I (a, b )

•

replace in this field value z with value
x+y
If does not exist, then add new field

a ∈ VT , b ∈ V

'
T

Tab. 1 Deformation grammar rules

Syntactic analyzer with error correction works with
enhanced deformation grammar. This analyzer
seeks out such deformation of input string, which is
linked with the smallest sum of weight of
deformation rules. Types of rules 2), 4), 5) and 6)
are called deformation rules. Enhanced deformation
grammar G’ is ambiguous grammar, i.e. its
syntactic analysis is more complicated. A modified
Earley parser [9], [10] was used for syntactic
analyses with error correction.

Step 3:

[

every

rule

Z

B →γ

field

]

If the field S → α •,0, x is in Im, then string w
is accepted with distance weight x.
'

String w is gained by omitting all deformation rules
from derivation of this string.
5 Application program environment
For testing possibilities of deformation grammars
simulation environment in language Borland Dephi
for NET 2007 was created with the use of
framework NET 3.0 which is necessary for running
of simulation environment itself. Application
program environment (fig.. 2) contains the most
importand functions necessary for testing of
randomly deformed objects analysis.

4.2 Modified Earley parser
For the enhanced deformation grammar G’ = (VN’,
VT’, P’, S’) and string w = b1b2 ...bm we create
lists I0, I1,..., Im for string w, distance d of input
string from template string.
Algorithm for modified Earley parser:
Step 1: Create I0.

a) For every rule S → α ∈ P add into I0 field

[S

'

→ •α ,0, x

'

]

'

b) Execute until it is possible to add fields into I0. If
it is in I0 field A → • Bβ ,0, y then add for every

[

Z

]

[

]

rule B → γ field B → •γ ,0, z into I0.
Step 2: Repeat for j = 1, 2,..., m
a) For every field in Ij-1 in form of
B → α • aβ , i, x such that a = bj, add into Ij

[

]

[

]

Field B → αa • β , i, x
Execute B and C until no more fields can be added
into Ij
b) If field A → α •, i, x is in Ij and field

[

]

[B → β • Aγ , k , y ] in I , then
i

•

If

exists

field

in

form

of

[B → βA • γ , k , z ] in I , then if x + y < z
j

Fig. 2 Application program environment

5.1 Analysis of deformation grammars results
The deformation grammar generates all possible
variants of deformated objects. Compared to
methods for determination of distance between
attribute description of images it is more computedemanding. Its effectiveness depends on used
parser effectiveness and its implementation which
is significantly more complex than implementation
of methods for determination of distance between
attribute descriptions of objects. However, if it is
used correctly, it does not produce false object
recognition which is the greatest advantage of this
method. It is only necessary to choose proper length
of words describing recognized objects. If the
length of words is too short, excessive deformation
(by applying only a few deformation rules) may

occur which can lead to occurence of description of
completely different object. If the length is
sufficient (approx. 20% of deformed symbols in
words longer than 10 symbols), this method gives
correct result and false object recognition will not
occur. That is why this method is convenient
especially for recognition of objects in scale.
Results of this method are shown in fig. 3. That is
why this method is convenient especially for
recognition of objects in scale.

Procedure DSA (ListOfG; aPattern: string);
var W: word;
begin
W := 50000;
for i := 0 to ListOfG.Count - 1 do
begin
Result := DEP(ListOfG[i], aPattern);
if Result <> -1 then begin
if Result < W then begin
W := Result;
BestG := ListOfG[i];
end;
end;
end;
if W = 50000 then ShowMessage('String ' +
aPattern + ' was not identified with any
grammar from list.')
else ShowMessage('String ' +
aPattern + ' was identified with grammar '
+ BestG.Name + ' with weight ' +
W.ToString);
end;

6. Conclusion
The proposed deformation grammar generates
reliably all possible options of object deformation
and so it enables using some of syntactic analysis
methods for randomly deformed objects as well.
Methods for determination of distance between
attribute descriptions of images – if their parameters
are adjusted correctly – offer a good speed of
classification and relatively a good rate of
successfully identified objects; however, false
object identification can occur.
In the current state of development it is evident
from temporary result that it is possible to use
deformation grammar for randomly deformed
objects, however, there are still many aspects of this
method to work off. Enhanced deformation
grammar provides a higher rate of successfully
identified objects and almost prevents false object
identification.
Fig. 3 Testing objects examples

5.2 Algorithm for syntactic analyses with error
correction
For each grammar, normalized deformation
grammar is created and is stored into the structure
ListOfG. Recognized string aPattern is read and
normalized.
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